GUESS WHAT HAPPENS NEXT -- AFTER GUN PROHIBITION!
What the Biased Left News Media Does Not Tell You
By Elliott Graham, Defender of the Second Amendment
As we all know, the first step
into gun prohibition is
registration. Registration is
designed to provide the
government with a list of gun
owners, so that they can
proceed into the second step,
which leads to gun licensing.
Instead of banning all guns
outright, the government will
call for you to register and
license your personal firearms; thereby, converting
your right into a government
granted privilege. If they
succeed in that, it will make it
easier to confiscate firearms.
If a gun license is not granted
to you, later the government
will demand that you turn in
your guns during a special
amnesty period. When the
amnesty period expires, the
government will forcibly
begin to confiscate your
firearms!
If this happens, you will lose
much more than just a
“hobby!” You will lose your
freedom, your safety, your
property and possibly your
life!
Here is what has happened to
the many foolish citizens who
once put all of their trust in
their
own
government
throughout the world:

In 1911, Turkey imposed gun
prohibitions and only four
years later in 1915 the
Turkish government killed
one-and-a-half million disarmed Armenians!

In 1956, Cambodia established gun control, and again,
only a few years later (from
1975 to 1977) the Cambodian
government
murdered
a
million of its own citizens!

In 1935, the Soviet Union and
the People’s Republic of
China banned firearms, and
only a few years later (1948
to 1952), fifty million
dissidents in both communist
countries were murdered!

In 1964, Guatemala began
gun control. In that very
same year they began killing
unarmed Mayan Indians in
which more than 100,000 died
by 1981.

The formula
is quite apparent:
First, comes Registration.
Second, comes Licensing or
Prohibition.
Third, comes Confiscation.
Fourth, comes Genocide!
The Communist Genocide
was the biggest holocaust!
In Germany, history repeated
itself again. They exterminated six million unarmed
Jews
and
many
other
disarmed people, including
Gypsies, “mixed bloods” and
other so-called ‘undesirables,’
as well as many Christian
friends (who tried to save
them) increasing that number
to as high as 13 million!

In 1970, Uganda murdered
300,000 Indians and Christians from 1971 to 1979,
beginning only one year after
prohibiting personal firearms!
Statistics have already proven
that the safest place to live is
where there are very few
restrictions on firearms and
where most people are
allowed to carry guns.
At the present time, the
United States gun prohibitionists would like to give
you one of these 3 choices:
1) the Hospital,
2) the Cemetery, or
3) Prison!
Remember!
Our nation’s
founding fathers warned us
that: “Those who do not learn
from the lessons of history are
doomed to repeat it!”

